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Traditional at its best 8 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel, GOSPEL: Country Gospel Details:

From the root of God, you have the true vine. To this new season, you have End-Time. E-T-M is a group

of men who minister God's word through song and words of expressions. E-T-M consists of six believers.

Though we all have been singing since our youth, this particularly group was formed in 1997. We

practiced a whole year before we even performed as End-Time. We recorded our first CD in 1998, even

before taking appointments. Our first recording project was recorded with 3R1 Recording Studio, owner

and engineer Randy Warren, out of Greenville, NC. We submitted a copy to, Ready For the Top Program,

with Burke Johnson out of Atlanta, GA. Track one Thankful for Your Mercy was played on national radio

and was highlighted. In 1999, we attended the Gospel Fall Classic with Luther Barnes Ministry. We won

overrall performance and best dressed. We attended the seminars held throughout the week also. After

attending the Classic again in 2000, we met George Stuart, founder of the American Gospel Quartet

Convention, in Birmingham, Alabama. In 2001 we attended this convention for a week. We performed,

and were chosen to be on video with Charles Johnson, Traditional Black Gospel Music Volume Two. In

2002, we went back into the studio to record our second project. The first CD wasn't given much

attention, but we sacrificed a lot of time with the second one. We recorded this project at the same studio,

but it was mixed at Ray-Markable Recording Studio with engineer Ray Braswell, Jr, member of Keith

Wonderboy group. This project, About Our Father's Business, can be found on these two websites:

cdbaby.com/endtime, and amazon.com. We have produced our own music, wrote all of our songs,

booked all of our programs, distributed all our music, etc. Radio play is good in our area. To name a few:

WELS 102.9, FM, Kinston, NC Kiss 101.9, FM New Bern, NC WGTM 590 AM Wilson, NC The group is

registered as a business in North Carolina, and is incorporated under, The End-Time Messengers Music
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Ministry. Victor Speight is the CEO. We, The End-Time Messengers, are hard at work in perfecting our

music, performance, and business. We are a spiritual organization, but we understand that music is also

a business. If after having read this bio, you feel that you can help in any way, please feel free to call,

write, or email us.
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